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Wow! We’re already half-way through 2021—how time flies!

With the new financial year approaching, now is a good time to 
reassess and take control of your digital marketing strategies 
before the End Of Financial Year. 

It’s critical for any business to define their marketing strategy 
for the next 6 months – 1 year in order to adapt to the 
constantly evolving marketing industry.

Do you have your checklist ready? If not, here’s one below.

EOFY Digital Marketing Assessment
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• Where is your online presence?
• Are your platforms active?
• Are you aware of which platforms are performing 

well and are driving results?

Next, are your current platforms delivering 
engaging content for your target audience?

• Are you posting good quality content?
• Are your posts relevant to your target audience?
• Are you posting and engaging frequently?

Before you start, let’s assess 
how your channels are going…
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Company 
Name Platform

Following 
(Likes, followers 
and subscribers)

Traffic
(Eg. Monthly views 
and impressions)

Engagement 
(Average likes, comments 
and shares)

Activity
(How many times you 
post, like and share?)

Eg. GMS Facebook 10,000 95,389 views 10 comments
per post

248 times
per month



Good content will address these points:

• The pain points of your target audience
• Industry FAQs
• Constantly test a mix of variables such as photos, 

videos and text

Next, are your current platforms delivering 
engaging content for your target audience?

• Are you posting good quality content?
• Are your posts relevant to your target audience?
• Are you posting and engaging frequently?
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Let’s take a quick audit of one of the most popular platforms 
we help our clients manage—Facebook. This 20 minute audit 
will make you realise how much or little you need to do on your 
Facebook Advertising Account. Use our Facebook checklist to 
determine what areas of your facebook advertising are good 
and the areas which need improvement. Rate each criteria 
based on your performance from 0–5. Then at the end, add up 
your score to see how you measure up.

Facebook Advertising Self-Health Checklist
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This is not currently in 
my marketing strategy

I do this less frequently 
and can improve

I am actively doing this and 
satisfied with its performance

0–1

2–3

4–5
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Facebook Advertising Self-Health Checklist Criteria Score

BASICS

I identified the market that my product or service identifies with 

I created an avatar: I created an actual persona

I created an avatar: I listed fears and wants

I created an avatar: I identified how to reach them

I created an avatar: I listed their (potentially unrelated) interests

I researched my audience size and properly segmented it based on 
interests, demographics, location, behaviour and connections

I am using Business Manager to control all of my Facebook advertising

My landing page mimics my ad copy, and message and is easy to read

My landing page loads in less than 2.5 seconds

I have integrated email systems for leads
(we recommend Active Campaign)

I have created email follow ups/automations to respond to enquiries

RETARGETING
Facebook retargeting finds people who have visited a website through the pixel and then uses their data to find their 
Facebook profile. This then allows advertisers to run campaigns and target them to encourage them to head to your 
website again.

I am continually retargeting website visitors with a specific offer or 
message based on the content users are consuming

I am retargeting my Facebook account engagement

I have deployed a content strategy to retarget videos that are shared via 
ads, my brand’s news feed or Instagram account
I am placing a higher level of retargeting intent based on people who 
have spent more time on my website or visited more pages
I am placing a higher level of retargeting intent based on people who 
view or add to cart products or services with a higher monetary value 06
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Facebook Advertising Self-Health Checklist Criteria Score
OBJECTIVES
Facebook Advertisements Manager is designed with the campaign target in mind. Ads manager will prompt you to pick 
a goal for your campaign before getting started. We have listed some common campaign objectives.

I have created a campaign: I have set up campaign objective

I have created a campaign: I have allocated a budget

I have created a campaign: I have set targeting and placements 

I am running top of funnel objectives such as brand awareness and 
reach to introduce new people to my brand
I am running middle of funnel consideration objectives such as traffic, 
engagement or video views to direct new leads to where I can educate 
and motivate them
I am running bottom of funnel objectives like conversions, catalogue sales 
and lead generation to generate measurable revenue-based outcomes
PIXEL DATA
The Facebook pixel is an analytic platform that allows you to monitor visits to your site. It is installed using a code on 
the website. In order to use this you will need access to the backend and requires some skill in coding to install it. This 
will assist you to track the performance of your ad and provide valuable details to properly direct your advertising.

I have a pixel installed above the </head> tag of each page on my website

I have set up conversion tracking with Google Analytics and 
implemented Conversions API in addition to the pixel for full-funnel 
visibility and reliable data sharing

My pixel is using the correct standard or custom events for my objectives

I am running bottom of funnel objectives like conversions, catalogue sales 
or lead generation to generate measurable revenue-based outcomes
AD COPY & CREATIVES
Design an ad and copy is more than making it look aesthetically pleasing—it needs to be relevant to your audience and 
resonate with them.

I am running compelling headlines for my ads

I am using multiple ads for testing (trying different variables of photos, 
video and text and shares from other relevant pages)

I am split testing long and short copy

I address the pain points
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Facebook Advertising Self-Health Checklist Criteria Score

I have a compelling call to action

I have created a hook

I am providing value

I have created a campaign: I have uploaded images and copy

I have created images that appeal my audience

I have used the appropriate asset for the right placement

ADVANCED

I am already testing and using budget optimisation

I am effectively reporting cross channel to understand where my 
attributions are coming from

I understand Facebook’s attribution windows and their delayed reporting

I am using lookalike audiences to build out my top of funnel advertising

I am using manual bidding to earn a higher placement in Facebook’s auctions

I am testing out using Messenger Bots for customer service and 
conversions

I am targeting my current database

I am targeting people who have opted out of emails or phone calls in the past

I am segmenting my list based on higher value clients

I am targeting friends of people who like my page

I know what my minimum ROIs (Return on Investment) need to be

I know what I am prepared to pay to acquire a customer

I know what my lifetime customer value is
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TOTAL SCORE
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Oh no, looks like you’re marketing strategy 
is lacking in some areas. However, we can 
fill the missing building blocks that can help 
assist you to scale your business. Reach 
out to us to apply to see if we can help you 
to with a tailored digital ad strategy.

Not bad! Your marketing strategy seems 
to be on the right track but you there are 
things you can improve on. It’d be good to 
focus on where it matters most and as your 
specialist, we can assist you with this.

You’re doing a great job! Keep up the great 
work and continue to stay up to date with 
the ever-evolving digital marketing industry. 
This will help you to stay above your 
competitors and be successful.

Let’s add up your health score!
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0–90

90–180

180–250
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With the EOFY quickly approaching, it’s not too late to reach out 
to us to help you improve your digital marketing strategy!

If you need help to scale your Facebook advertising and if you 
think you can also benefit from diversifying into other platforms 
speak to us today. 

Apply now and book a time with us.

How did you go?

https://growthmarketingsystems.com/services/ad-management/
https://growthmarketingsystems.com/contact-us/
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